


"The U.S. will inevitably shift
to an electr-Ic econom" 'lE~·T~~~~~~~ECHAIRMANJ. ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Here are the facts. Oil and gas sup-
ply 78 percent of U.S. energy needs.
U.S. production of oil and gas has
peaked out. World oil and gas pro-
duction will peak shortly. But de-
mand for energy will continue to
grow.

If growth continues at its historic 4
percent annual rate, we will use up
all our oil and gas in about two
decades.

The only viable, long-term solution
to America's energy problem is a
shift to an electric economy, one
powered by nuclear energy and coal.

Westinghouse, one of the world's
major electric companies, is the
leader in nuclear energy. We're
also one of the world's most diversi-
fied companies-with enlightened
hiring and training policies.

Talk with our campus recruiter. Or
write George Garvey, Westinghouse
Education Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15221. An equal opportunity employer.

Westingilouse
helps make ithappen
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To most people in the various other colleges at
V.C., an engineer is a brief case, calculator, white
socks, and a Calc book. I see nothing wrong with
these items, but possibly the reason some people
don't see an engineer as a person is that some
engineering students do not take the time to de-
velop their. personalities. In his career after a cer-
tain point, the main thing that will determine how
fast an individual will advance will depend on his
own personality and his ease of communication
with others. The ability of an individual to express
himself and have his ideas given due consideration
is a skill that an engineer should acquire along with
the technical skills he obtains in the classroom. I t is
a talent which should be practiced and exercised
until an individual is able to use it in any situation
he might encounter.

At V.C. we 'are fortunate because there is
ample opportunity for everyone to participate in
an activity which can develop both himself and his
ability to communicate. These activities include

. the professional societies, social fraternities, Tribu-
nal, and The Cooperative Engineer. Interest and
participation in any of these can give a man that
extra something that makes the complete engineer
- even if he does carry a brief case.

Brent Stiles ChE '75
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their complaints. Instead they look for someone's
shoulder to cry on.

Change only comes about my someone rolling
up their sleeves and doing the work necessary to
bring a more equitable state. If no one is willing to
do that work, things will remain just as they are
now. Ifyou are not willing to do that work, or con-
tact someone who will do it for you, I wish you
would stop the eternal griping.

Steven Blessinger ChE '77

Dear Editor:
I have been in this college a full year and a half.

In that time I have heard many complaints from
students that are dissatisfied with this course or
that professor. Yet, still I wonder if these students
are chronic prevaricators. If they were honest in
their criticism they would try to affect a change in
that which was upsetting to them. What do they do
instead, continue griping.

In the past it has been the Engineering Tribunal
that has applied the pressure to mold a curriculum
more reflective of the students views. For example,
the dropping of the requirement that all freshman
engineers had to take Chemistry Lab. Only in cer-
tain departments is this mandatory. Eliminating
the Physics Lab and scaling down the number of
HS electives to 30 from 36. This has been the work
of the Tribunal.

The Tribunal this past quarter has conducted
one of the most extensive course evaluations to
date. With help from the Triangle it organized and
set lip the Gear Ball. We have also held Elections in
which only a half dozen people allowed their
names to be placed on the ballot.

What about the students with the gripes. They
'do not participate in the Tribunal. They do not
even contact their Tribunal representatives to lodge

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or fac-
ulty member, in or out of the College of Engineer-
ing. Letters may be concerned with anything you
feel our readership would be interested in. All
letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
on request. Please also include your organizational
affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 643, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati. Ohio 45219
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by G. Allen Ropp

Adoption of the metric system within the Vendors: Likewise, your vendors may be want-
United States and Canada is now almost assured. ing to sell metric-sized products in order to facili-
Only the details of the transition are unclear: the tate their own conversion process. They will want
schedule of the program; where the costs will fail; your orders.
and how completely the change will affect prod-
ucts and our everyday lives.

Before any company can really begin the pro-
cess of converting to the metric system, it must . .
consider many factors, both within and without its Tlmn~g: Na~urally, you want to .make the
organization. The first of these factors is probably: c?ange WIth as little e~p~nse and confusIon. as pos-
Why? Why are we making this change? Why are we SIble. The~ study of tI~Ing. of th~ co~version .can
changing in this manner? be an entire book. I will dISCUSSIt briefly a little

The answers to these questions easily become later.
the company's metrication policy, and this is the
first, most important, and most logical step in the
metrication process. But all too often it is over-
looked, and as a result, the change is made in a Areas and Personnel Affected: Every area in the
haphazard, reckless, inefficient, and thus expensive production process must be considered. From sec-
manner. retaries to sales personnel, accountants to assem-

After company policy is determined (and 'it blymen, each will have to make some changes in
cannot be determined until the rest of this article their thinking. These people, their tools and their
or many similar articles are read and studied) the work will all be affected. The tools need to be
company must study the other factors. These changed or modified, the personnel retrained, and
include the impacts on customers and vendors, the the work studied to insure that the entire conver-
timing, what areas will be affected, and what per- sian process runs smoothly'.
sonnel will be affected. Let's briefly look at each Another step, often overlooked, is to identify
of these areas. those areas which will not need to be changed. If

they don't need to be changed, don't change them.
We must then develop a plan, including a

schedule with important milestones noted, so that
Customers: It is possible that your customers, metrication can take place efficiently and in a

or potential customers, are waiting or wanting to calm, relaxed atmosphere.
purchase metric-sized products, but as yet they are This brings me to one of the most important
unavailable. This could give you a jump on your points. The entire change should be business-as-
competition. e- If· your competitors are already usual. Do not excite or in some cases "scare" a lot
selling metric merchandise, then you must also, if of employees by proclaiming, "We are going
you expect to ke.ep up. metric!" Confusion, overreaction and waste will
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result. The entire process of metrication should be to make changes or use different tools. For ex-
made without fanfare. ample, setups on presses or punches are made using

As far as purchasing new equipment or re- tool-setting ages, sample parts, etc. For these, the
placing old equipment, the change should be made setup man needs to use equipment of the type his
gradually and sensibly, as much as possible without part is to be made to - English or metric. The
excessive expense, and often with great benefit to machine itself needs no changes at all. Other equip-
the company. ment will need more extensive changes, but often

F or some machines, dual dimensioning scales these can be made relatively inexpensively or
or digital read outs (DRO's) can be purchased often, to make the machine more useful or produc-
rather inexpensively. But for many relatively inex- tive. For example, much of the measuring equip-
pensive precision tools such as scales, micrometers, ment purchased by a company is not to measure
and verniers, dual markings should not be used. To something that could not be measured accurately.
insure efficiency and keep errors and confusion to The high cost of this equipment was justified by its
a minimum, the employee should use exactly what operating economics. Now could be a good time to
equipment the job requires and keep the rest out upgrade the equipment this way and also get dual
of sight and out of mind. You will still be using (English and metric) capability.
your inch-marked tools of this type for many years In other cases, there is no reason to change the
and practically every company in the world always equipment at all. We will be using inch dimensions
seem to be short of tools of this type. A second set for many years and this inch-type equipment will
with metric units will actually add to your capabili- be needed. When it is to be retired or otherwise
ties. replaced, then equipment with metric-type units

Many other types of equipment do not need to can be purchased.
be replaced, but only minor purchases made for But above all, do not be in a hurry to modify
retrofitting the equipment. For example, many every tool in a shop. Prepare for the initial needs,
gages only need a new calibrated scale to overlay make the changes that are necessary, upgrading if
the old one, and it could easily be dual dimen- possible and practical, and let experience guide
sioned and probably purchased as a replacement further change.
part from the manufacturer, and be installed The personnel that need to be retrained can
during the normal inspection process with little generally fall into three categories:
extra cost. F or balance scales, only a set of metric
weights need be purchased - you might already 1) Those who must know all the basics. These
have them - and again, you have achieved dual are the key people who will make the conversion
capability. Many screw-activated slides can be work.
retrofitted with dual-reading drums and thus the 2) Those who must apply the system once
equipment will be more useful, since it will have initiated. This includes assemblers, machinists, set-
dual capabilities. Often upgrading of the facility is up men and so forth.
possible at the same time. 3) Those who will need only a brief explanation

Many types of production machines need no of the metric system for their job such as stock
changes at all. Only those working with them need clerks, stenographers, accountants, etc.
, ,

1METER :::: 3.'2~O~399 FEET
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Numerous courses have been developed to
teach metrics, but the important thing to remem-
ber is to teach only what is necessary and no more.
Few of the people to be trained need to know the
derivation of the units. Many need to know only
the basic units of meter and kilogram. If we
attempt to teach more than is necessary, personnel
will beccome irri ta ted and resen tful of the en tire
metrication process and begin balking at every
move toward metrication, thus making the change
more difficult to carry out.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sources Used:
Andover, James J., "On the Way to Metric," I£~EE~

Spectrum, vol. 10, no. 8, Aug. 1973.
"How to Metricate Your Manufacturing Plant,"

Automotive Engineering, vol. 82, no. I, ] an.
1974.

Toth, Robert B., "Plan Now For The Metric Tran-
si tion," A utomo tive Engineering, vol. 81, no.
11, Nov. 1963.

Wolff, Ernst, "Which Way For Metric Training,"
American Machinist, vol. 117, no. 13, June 25,
1973.Basically there are just three things to be

remembered about the entire metrication process
in order to make it run smoothly:

1) No change simply for the sake of change.
2) All changes must be made gradually and

sensibly when conditions warrant that change.
3) The entire atmosphere must be business-as-

usual with no fanfare.
If we use these three ideas as the controlling

factors in our metrication process, the entire
change should run smoothly and with a minimum
of expense and problems for the company and its
employees.

Red signal

~:~:a~~"

Floating lead
protector
prevents

breakage.

Sources Consulted:
Marlowe, Donald P.E., "Engineering Societies Talk

to Congress on Metric Conversion Legislation,"
Professional Engineer, May 1973.

"The Optimum Metric Fastener System," Assem-
bly Engineering, vol. 16, no. 10, Oct. 1973

Rockwell, Willard F., "The Last Lonely Inch",
Automotive Engineering, vol. 81, no. 2, Feb.
1973.

"SI Metrication - Its Coming; Be Prepared",
Tinius Talks, vol. 24, no. 2.

White, Don. "Metrication: An ASME Report to
Membership," Mechanical Engineering, vol. 95,
no. 3, March 1973.

In your line of work, odds are you need a pencil that writes
with a super thin line. A line so thin that it can show a lot of
detail in a limited space. Or crowd a lot of information on one
small line. That pencil is the new improved Uitra-FINELINE from
Sheaffer. Available in O.3mm and O.5mm models.

It's a mechanical pencil you can get technical with. The
exclusive Floating Lead Protector won't wobble or allow the
lead to rotate ... or break off. If it ever gets jammed with broken
lead, you simply replace the Protector. You never need to repoint
a lead or adjust the amount of lead exposed. And the
Uitra-FINELINE even signals you when it's getting low on lead.
The Ultra-FINELINE. It makes

designing and technical drawing so
much easier, we sometimes
wonder how we designed it ...
without it. O.3mm and O.5mm
models. Just $2.98 to $5.98. (How's
that for talking your language?)
Floating Lead Protector
replacements now available ...
6 for $1.
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Can you cut costs
without cutting corners?

The designer of this six-wheel diesel locomotive greater dimensional control inherent in casting,
truck frame did ... that's why he chose cast-steel. finishing costs on the 8 x 18 foot frame were cut

Using smooth fillets and fairings possible to a minimum ... Compare this with the tedious
only with casting, he eliminated stress concen- assembly, machining and finishing work that
tration caused by the corners and angles of goes into a welded or bolted structure.
wrought structures. To keep weight low without Want to know more about cast-steel? We're
sacrificing strength, he varied section thick- offering individual students free subscriptions
ness, concentrating steel at the points of maxi- to our quarterly publication "CASTEEL." · · ·

::.~r~!:~~:~~~~~e6~:_~~:~~~~~~tt;~~~~v~~ ~;:I~';~;~~:;ii;i:~i~:~f~~i~:~:Uc;,s~JR~
eliminatedassembly~osts: Holes,sl~ts and .4", M,etalsFederation B~ilding,.20611 Center
channels were cast-In directly. With the ':::. Ridge Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116.

STEEL FOUNDERS'SOC%ETY OF AMERJ:CA

Cast-Steel
for Engineering Flexibility



Vehicle Competition
by Ron Buckley, M.E. 74

Dave Groen, M.E. 75

Last spring, an all-terrain vehicle competition
known as R.E.V. 73 was held at the U.S. Army
Tank and Automotive Command in northern Mich-
igan. This course is primarily used to test and eval-
uate army vehicles in their ability to negotiate
rough terrain. But for this competition, six vehicles
representing five universities raced over a twenty-
five mile cross-country course of sand, mud, hills,
woods, and water.

The project was originally set up to teach
students how to design a product given the require-
ments and the description of the job it has to per-
form. For R.E.V. 73, five universities accepted the
challenge that the project presented: the University
of Cincinnati; West Virginia University of Morgan-
town, West Virginia; Miami University of Oxford,
Ohio; Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in
Terre Haute, Indiana; and Michigan Technological
University of Houghton, Michigan.

Due to the popularity of this competition, the
Society of Automotive Engineers Student Branches
at the University of Cincinnati and the Michigan
Technological University are co-sponsoring the
second annual "Recreational Ecological Vehicle

Competition" to be known as R.E.V. 74. This race
will again be held in late May and early June at the
Keweenaw Research Center of the U.S. Army Tank
and Automotive Command near Houghton, Michi-
gan.

The rules, specifications, and conduct of the
competition are being organized by a committee of
ind ustry represen ta tives co-chaired by the Cincin-
nati and Milwaukee sections of the Society of
Automotive Engineers Parent Chapters. The com-
mittee has extensively reviewed and modified the
R.E.V. 73 rules in order to improve the upcoming
competition.

One of the changes that the committee has
made in the rules is that the vehicles will compete
in two categories - scratch-built and commercially
manufactured. A vehicle will be classified as a com-
mercially manufactured vehicle unless a significant
alteration is made to the power train which is
otherwise engineered and assembled by a com-
mercial manufacturer. The two classes will com-
pete simultaneously and under the same scoring
system, bu t the scores for the two classes will be
kept separately.

West Virginia University's articulated vehicle on
the land course.

University of Cincinnati's Vehicle "A" competing
in the Destructiveness Test.

10 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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Miami University's "crippled" vehicle going on to Michigan Technological University's scrath-built
finish the water competition after breaking an axle vehicle utilized tracks with styrofoam wheels for
in the second lap of the land course. floatation in water.

The vehicles will be graded on a slightly differ- Noise Level
ent point system than the one used in R.E.V. 73. The noise level of each vehicle will be measured
This system is split into six categories: on both land and water. Judging will be conducted

1. Land and Water Course 30 points as closely as conditions permit under the Society
2. Originality of Design 20 points of Automotive Engineers codes.
3. Noise Level 15 points A maximum of ten points will be awarded for a
4. Hill Climb 15 points sound level of 73 decibels or less on land and a
5. Terrain Destructiveness 15 points maximum of five points for 65 decibels or less on
6. Fuel Economy 5 points water.

Land and Water Course Hill Climb
The land portion consists of four laps over a The hill climb that has been selected to test

figure-eight pattern of old logging roads, woods, climbing ability is almost impossible to surmount.
sand and a creek crossing. For R.E.V. 74, a target No standard army vehicle has ever climbed this hill.
time will be established by the judges and four It consists of sand and becomes progressively
points will be awarded to a vehicle for each lap it steeper the higher it rises.
finishes within this time limit. A starting line will be established by the judges

The vehicles will then make two laps around a approximately thirty feet from the base of the hill.
pond staying to the outside of buoys located in the A maximum of fifteen points will be awarded for
water. If the vehicles complete the laps within the the farthest distance attained.
time limit established for the water course, they Terrain Destructiveness
will be awarded four points. A flat course consisting of sand, gravel, and

An additional bonus will be added to the score grass will be used to determine the general level of
of each vehicle if his total time on land and water terrain destructiveness of each vehicle. Vehicles
is less than one and a half times the fastest vehicle's will compete one at a time with the surface being
time. This bonus is a maximum of ten points, so restored between trials. Photographs of the course
speed counts for only ten percent of the total will be taken after each vehicle has run the event
scoring. and a comparision will be made ..
Originality of Design Points will be awarded on a subjective basis

The originality of the design of each vehicle with fifteen points to the least destructive, and less
will be judged by a written report and oral presen- to other vehicles depending on their relative des-
tation submitted to the Originality Judging Com- tructiveness ..
mittee. Fuel Economy

The judging will be based on such factors as the Each vehicle is required to carry enough fuel to
functional value contributed, reliability of the drive fifty miles. Prior to the beginning of the land
design apparent to the judges, the apparent per- and water course, the fuel tanks will be filled and
centage of the market the design might be sold to, sealed. After the completion of the water course,
the cost savings or value addition created by the the fuel tanks will be refilled and the fuel con-
design innovations, and the completeness and the sumption measured.
professionalism of the reports submitted to the Points will be awarded on- the basis of 5-4-3-2-1
Originality Judging Committee. for the five vehicles with the-least consumption.
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Rose-Hulman having no trouble ascending one of
the steepest hills on the course.

University of Cincinnati crew discussing the details
of installing independent suspension in their
vehicle for the upcoming competition.

The competition has also been opened to air-
cushion type vehicles. If sufficient entries are re-
ceived, a separate competition will be organized for
them. So far, the Aerospace Engineers of the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati are the only ones interested in
entering a hover-craft.

So it appears that the Recreational Ecological
Vehicle Competition is off to a promising start.
The competition last year proved that more re-
search and development is needed in order to
improve the quality and reliability of all-terrain
vehicles. Hopefully, the contribution of the stu-
dent-designed innovations in the R.E. V. project
will supply some of the answers to these needed
im provemen ts.

To comply with the R.E.V. 74 Safety Rules set
up by the organizing committee, all vehicles must
be equipped with roll bars, seat belts, fire extin-
guishers, torque converter safety shields, and spark
arrestors. Also the occupants must wear crash hel-
mets and life jackets during the race. Before the
vehicles can enter into the competition, they must
be presented to the Safety Committee for inspec-
tion.
Summary

For a vehicle to enter into this competition, it
must be relatively light in weight, rugged, highly
mobile, simple, safe, and able to navigate in deep
water. These requirements are a great deal to de-
mand in a package that is only 6' x 8'.

During R.E. V. 73, only two of the six vehicles
finished the entire competition. Both of these were
of the commercial-type with student designed
modifications. But both of these vehicles suffered
broken axles and had to finish the race on five
wheels.

However, the interest and popularity has grown
in the Recreational Ecological Vehicle Competition
and the entries have almost tripled. For R.E.V. 74,
the schools already entered are:

University of Saskatchewan, Canada
University of Miami, Florida
Arizona State University
Michigan Technological University
University of Cincinnati
University of Wisconsin
North Carolina Ag. & T~ch. State University
University of Texas
Old Dominion University, Virginia
The Ca th olic U niversi ty of America,

Washington
Lafayette College, Pennsylvania
Carleton University, Canada
University of Western Ontario, Canada
Tri-State College, Indiana

Artist's conception of the University of Cincin-
nati's hover-craft.
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We
want~ ...•............•...

.,.,:~ ;::•.a guy ·~"trc//

who keeps a level head.
Dictionaries define hurdling as jumping over a hurdle in a race.

Obviously, Webster never made the track team.
"A good hurdler never jumps," the experts tell us. "He tries

to duplicate the movements of sprinting. The head stays level.
. It's never higher over the hurdle than it is between them."

A level head helps overcome any obstacle. Take bearing problems.
They're best approached by a person with training, determination

and the ability to think things through.
Are you such a person? When you run up against a tough problem, are you

able to take it in stride? And do you like the excitement of rugged
competition, and the rewards that come from winning?

Then write The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Ask our Manager of College
Relations to give you a tryout. Ask him about our policy of promotion from within.

And while you're at it, ask him to tell you about our continuing
expansion and modernization program.

'I'imken" bearings sold allover the world. Manufacturing in Australia,
Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

TIMKENe

REGI5TERED TRADEMARK

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.
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Engine Charlie's
Italian Delight

This issue's Engine Charlie discovery is Char
Ghezzi, a 5'4"'1 brown-haired, brown-eyed Italian
delight. Char is enrolled in Teacher's College,
where she is majoring in special education. Char
comes to Cincy from Canton, Ohio, where, during
the summer months, she is a swimming instructor
for special education students.

Char enjoys all sorts of outdoor activities, in-
cluding popular sports. Campus activities include
being a member of Zta, and being, Phi Tau Dream
Girl.
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YOUR EDUQTION REPRESENTS
AN IMPORTANT

PER·SON~L INVESTMENT--
WH~T WILL YOU

DO'NITH IT
WHEN YOU GRADU~TE?



Jim Siekermann ChE '75

The CIVIL and ENVIRONMENTAL PROF. GILBERT NEW EDITOR
ENGINEERING Department announces the avail-
ability of two traineeships in Air PoIlu tion Control Dr. Nathan Gilbert, Professor of Chemical
leading to the Master of Science Degree in Environ- Engineering, is the new editor of the "FLOW
mental Engineering. Program covers tuition and a SHEET", a publication the Departments of Chemi-
tax-free stipend of $2,000. Applications are avail- cal and Nuclear, and Materials Science and Metal-
able from the CEE Graduate Office (735 Rhodes lurgical Engineering publish for their alumni. Dr.
Hall), or Professors Pattison or Gruber. Gilbert is taking over for the former editor, Ralph

A. Van Wye, who in 33 years, built the FLOW
SHEET into a very successful publication. The
FLOW SHEET is published once a year and keeps

WHO'S WHO ~lumni up to da~e on campus ha~~e.nings, as well as
Informed on their classmates activities.

Congratulations to the following seniors who
have been selected by the University for inclusion
in this year.s volume of Who's Who Among Stu-
dents In American Colleges and Universities.

Jim Holtkamp
Tony Young TAU BETA PI AUTUMN AND
Mark Zechar WINTER QUARTER INDUCTEE'S

The following students were inducted into Tau
Beta Pi, the National Engineering Honorary

HERMAN SCHNEIDER MEDAL Society, on November 17,1973:
Class of 1974

The 1974 recipient of the Herman Schneider Kenneth Boesher EE
Medal - awarded for distinction as an exemplary Carl Copp II ME
co-op student, one who has taken fullest advantage David Fecich ME
of the unique opportunities of a cooperative engi- Robert Gordon MetE
neering education - was announced April 5th, Terry Hoffman CE
during the evening program of the 1974 Engineers James Holtkamp EE
Alumni Day. Joseph Huffman ME

Congratulations to Jim Propst, Me '74 who was Thomas Kinderwater ChE
awarded the medal and to' the following seniors Steven Kritzer EE
who were nominated by their respective depart- Terrence Moore ME
ments: Douglas Morse ME

Gary Townley - AsE Robert Noyes ChE
Marian Cummins - ChE Ernest Rosenberg ChE
Tom Shoup - CE Charles Schmidt MetE
Gary Hellmann - EA Thomas Shoup CE
Jeff Hatch - EE Steven Sligar ChE
Dave Suprock - MetE Brian Tholke MetE

22 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Class of 1975 the country will face need engineers to provide
Leo Brausch CE solutions.
Robert Brunson ChE "As early as January, 1973," Dr. Eckart said,
Paul Dieter1en ME "there were reports that the demand for new engi-
Robert Favorite EE neering graduates was up 15-20%. Best estimates
Gary Hawisher EE are that the average demand for engineers will be
Kevin Kendall ME about 48,000 per year for the next ten years."
William Kline ChE Dr. Eckart pointed out an average of 43,000
Roger Kyde ME engineering degrees were awarded annually be-
Jay Landwehr ChE tween 1970 and 1972.
Michael Moszkowicz ChE "Estimates further point to a decline in engi-
Randy Nunn ChE neering graduates for the next three years," he
Stephen Parker AsE said, "41,000 in 1973,36,000 in 1974 and 32,000
John Pickens MetE in 1975."
Brian Resnick EE U.S. Labor Department projections indicate a
William Schmitt ME "severe pinch" about 1980, assuming a lack of
John Shields ChE interest among students will be compounded by a

decline in the college age population. Dr. Eckart
The following were inducted into Tau Beta Pi believes the lack of interest "is perhaps due to a

on February 23, 1974: lack of understanding of the engineering profes-
Eminent Engineers sion."

Dr. John P. Cook CE "Many of the problems that face our country
Dr. Leroy E. Eckart NuclE today will require even more engineering and
Dr. Michael Hoch MetE scientific personnel than these earlier figures
Dr. Kuo Un Wang EE indicate," Dr. Eckart said. He mentioned the need
Betty J. Yost Asst. to the Dean - Counseling for new sources of energy, better utilization of

Class of 1974 natural resources, development of efficient mass
Robert Ours ChE transit systems, and reduction in air and water pol-

Class of 1975 lution.
Ronald Andrews ChE "All these projects will require well educated
Michael Westfall ChE engineers," Dr. Eckart said. "1 anticipate that the

Class of 1976 engineering profession will offer not only many job
Michael Combs ME opportunities, but real challenges to contribute to
Thomas Dankovich EE a better quality of life. Technology can and must
Charles Illing ChE be used to improve our quality of life, not degrade
Lyle Lisle EE it."
Steven Puckett ChE The College of Engineering is moving to meet
James Shellhaas ME the challenge by encouraging students to enter the
Alan Weimer ChE engineering profession, according to Dr. Eckart.
Christopher Winemiller EE "We ~~e also trying t? help the students make the

Also, at the Autumn Quarter Induction, tran.sItion between high sChoo.1 and college by re-
Benjamin E Sive ChE'14 was initiated into Tau ducing the number of courses In the freshman year
Beta Pi. Mr. 'Sive ~raduated 'before the formation of an.d the total credit hours required to graduate," he
the Tau Beta Pi Chapter at U.C. in 1915. He was saIdA . .
elected for initiation in 1915 but was unable to s a result, freshman engineering students are
attend the initiation ceremol~ies. Now, 58 years now doing significantly better. in their ~irst year
after that, he fulfilled his lifelong ambition and was and throu~hout t~e rest ~f their acade~rl1c careers
initiated into Tau Beta Pi. as well, WIth an Increase In the retention rate of

freshmen from 60% in the old curriculum to 80%
in the new one.

The College of Engineering has initiated a pre-
SEVERE SHORTAGE OF ENGINEERING medical program enabling students to earn a pro-

TALENT FORCAST fessional degree in engineering while preparing for
medical school. Studen ts also have the option to

There will be a shortage of engineering talen t in delay their en try in to the cooperative professional
the nation in the next few years, according to Dr. practice program to take increased academic work.
Leroy E. Eckart. Dr. Eckart concluded "the College of Engi-

Dr. Eckart, Assistant Dean of The College of neering is now providing an even better educational
Engineering and Assistant Professor of Nuclear program for the students due to these curriculum
Engineering, warned that many of the problems improvements."
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Dan Kellogg ChE '75

There has been voiced widespread distaste and they should give an explanation. Under such cir-
exasperation over the labs that engineering stu- cumstances three things could occur:
dents and faculty alike must participate in. Claims 1) The professor will recognize areas to be
that the labs are of no use to the "real world" improved and do so.
engineer are often heard. Other gripe that the 2) The students will realize the reasoning be-
credit hours to work ratio is all out of proportion hind the course/lab outline and accept it.
as compared to other courses that are being taken. 3) No understanding will be reached. In which
A third concern is that the equipment used is often case you are back where you started with
inadequate, delapidated, antiquated, or not nothing gained or lost.
presently possessed by the college. The rules of this college exist for the students

As I pointed out, both faculty and students and the faculty of the college and for no other
suffer in the ordeal of the laboratory. I believe that purpose. When the rules, traditions, etcetera fail to
our more responsible professors (a fairly high per- meet the needs of us all, they should be changed
centage) would more than welcome student input and can be changed.
if it was offered in a responsible and well organized Now if you still get stuck with a laboratory
fashion. Few professors are utterly cold hearted or work to do, I suggest the following for your
asinine, and if there are reasons for their actions, enlightenment.

RESEARCH OPPORTUniTIES
In HIGHWAY EnGinEERinG
The Asphalt Institute suggests tests at construction and plant sites are

· t · f· it I also needed.projec S In ive VI a areas ...
. . . . 3. Drainage of pavement structures. Need

Recent advance.s In ro~dbulldlng techniques more studies on requirements for sub-
have made continued hl9h~ay research surface drainage of Asphalt pavements.
essential. Areas of special Importance While untreated granular bases often
Include: accumulate moisture, Full-Depth Asphalt
1. Rational pavement thickness design and bases on i.mpermeable subqrades may not
materials evaluation. Research needed in even require sub-surface drainage.
Asphalt rheology, behavior mechani~ms of 4. Compaction and thickness measurements.
layered pavem~nts, stage construction, Recent use of thicker lifts in Asphalt
and ~trengthe~lng by ~sph?lt overlays. pavement construction suggests need for
Traffic evaluation requires Improved new studies to improve control techniques.
procedures for predicting amounts and
loads. Evaluation of climate on pavement 5. Conservation and beneficiation of
also Is important. aggregates. More needed on lower-quality

base-course aggregates mixed with Asphalt.
2. Materials specifications and construction

:. quality-control. Need improved For, background information on Asphalt
~::k specifications, particularly acceptance and construction and technology, send in
"li.il:::~::rejectioncriteria. Faster quality-control the coupon.

I!t 1heR-hah I-O-;F-;R~~~ TO ~I~L~NGIN~;NG STUDENTS---i~',I --= I THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE AND PROFESSORS I\ I College Park, Maryland 20740 I
&;'4 _I Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt I
\ ENGINEERING ;D~E~~~~~~ I ::::ruclion and Technology. Class or rank I
,

I School I
I Address I

'\;:::: I City State Zip Code___ I1 ~ ~
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Like the many perverse laws of Thermo- Feeling that some personal attention was
dynamics, experimentation suffers the existance of needed in order to aid in the overall understanding
four such equally rigorous laws. The laws were the of the students, I resolve to interview professors
work of Dr. Tnerb Finagle, author of many little from each department. However, the magazine
known books on experimentation. deadline prevented me from so doing. Therefore, I

In the words of Dr. Finagle himself, "these are went back to the office, sat down at my chair,
the only laws of experimentation that are dignified flushed it, grabbed a sheet of convenient paper,
by number. Note the beauty and simplicity of the and began copying from my cubical's walls. This
first law. Also note that the remaining three refer effort yielded the wisdom of the giants of science,
to man's reaction to nature, not to nature itself." politely distilled and condensed for your edifica-

First Law: If anything can go wrong with an tion.
experiment, it will.

Second Law: No matter what result is antici-
pated, there is always someone willing to Patrick's Theorem: If an experiment works,
fake it. you must be using the wrong equipment.

Third Law: No matter what occurs, there is
always someone who belives it happened , . . .
according to his pet theory. Gumber~on.s .Law: The probability o~ a glv~n

Fourth Law: No matter what the result there event occunng ISInversely proportional ot Its desir-
is always someone eager to misinterpret it. ability.

One must remember that these are laws, not
theories, and must be treated with the same respect Finagle's Constant: That quantity which, when
as all other laws, such as: "All aspirin is alike" and added to, subtracted from, multiplied by, or di-
"If man were meant to fly, .. " In addition to vided into the answer you got, gives the answer
being able to relate the fine doctor's laws, the staff you should have gotten.
of the Student Engineer's Review has written a:

The Ordering Principles: The quantities of
material necessary for yesterday's experiment must

C d· f G d 1 f L b t be ordered no later than noon today.ompen turn 0 roun ru es or a ora ory
Workers:

The Compensation Corollary: An experiment
may be considered successful if no more than half

a. When you don't know what you are doing, of the data must be discarded to obtain corres-
do it neatly. pondence with your theory.

b. Experiments must always be reproducible.
They should all fail the same way.

c. First ~raw ~our. curves, then plot the data. Carson's Consolation: No experiment is ever a
d. Experience IS.directly proportional to the complete failure. It can always be used as a bad

equipment ruined. example.
e. A record of data is essential. I t indicates

you have been working.
f. To study a subject best, understand it Finagle's Creed: Science is Truth; Don't be mis-

~horOughlY before you ~tart. .. led by Facts!
g. n case of ~oub!, m~ke It sound convmcmg. With these simple truths I must leave you to
~. Do not beh~ve in m~rac~es, rely on them. your contemplations of the girl you left behind
1. Teamwork IS essential In the laboratory. I t and the true goals of science.

allows you to blame someone else.

Allen's Axiom: When all else fails, read the
instructions.
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-WESTERN ,ELECTRIC REPORTS-

.
In the sealing process, focused infra-ted light is absorbed
in a carbon black coating at the jar-cover interface, caus-
ing localized melting of the plastic.

The positive grids are
designed so that as cor-
rosive growth occurs
the space between
hoops remains constant.
Thus contact with the
paste is maintained and
electrical capacity ac-
tually increases with age
as corrosion produces
additional lead-dioxide
material.

A cutaway view of the new lead-acid battery. For use in
the Bell System, four types-each with a different ampere-
hour capacity - will replace the 60 configurations currently
in 'use over the same capacity range.

Developing a new lead-acid battery.
Every year, Bell System telephone companies Western Electric's Purchased, Product
spend over $30 million to buy and maintain Engineering organization and Bell Labs set
the lead-acid batteries they use as interme- tip a design capability line at a company sub-
diate sources of standby power during sidiary, Nassau Smelting & Refining.
em,ergencies.. U sing machinery developed at Western

So 'they know just how susceptible all Electric's Kearny Works, they refined pro-
lead-acid batteries are to problems caused duction methods and materials that made it
by corrosion. Problems such as gradual loss possible for a supplier to produce the new
of capacity, short- circuits and cracking that battery economically, in commercial quanti-
could result in acid leaks and occasional fires. ties and to Bell System specifications.

That's why Bell Labs and Western Elec- And Western Electric plans to achieve
tric engineers recently undertook the first still further savings through a continuing cost-
major improvements on what is essentially a reduction program.
100-year-old design. Conclusion: Close cooperation between

The result: a revolutionary, cylindrical Bell Labs and Western Electric has resulted
lead-acid battery with a jar and cover fabri- in the creation of a superior lead-acid bat-
cated from an improved flame-retardant, im- tery. Its expected useful lifetime is at least
pact-resistant polyvinylchloride. The bond 30 years - double that of even its best prede-
between jar and cover is leakproof due to a cessors. It lowers maintenance costs substan-
new infra-red sealing process. tially. i And its unusual design virtually elimi-

Inside the battery are circular, cone- nates the hazard of fire due to .rnechanical
shaped grids cast of pure lead rather than a failure.
lead alloy, then stacked horizontally in a
self-supporting structure. Positive grids are
.cast with large grain-size to minimize corro-
sion. They're then filled with a paste (tetra-
basic lead sulfate) whose rod-like particles
interlock for maximum mechanical stability.

These new features required new manu-
facturing techniques. For example, how
could potential suppliers best mass-produce
positive plates of the required grain-size and
paste the grids rapidly and efficiently, given
their conical shape and the new oxide ma-
terial's crystal structure?

~

Western Electric
We make things that bring people closer.



Manufacturing.
Is this the kind

of engineering foryon?
Trying to figure out the exact a few engineers. So we thought a terns. Manufacturing products,

kind of engineering work you should series of ads explaining the work Selling and servicing products.
go into can be pretty tough. they do might come in handy. After This ad outlines the major types

One minute you're studying a all, it's better to understand the var- of work found in the Manufacturing
general area like mechanical or elec- ious job functions before ajob inter- area at G E. Other ads in this series
trical engineering. The next you're view than waste your interview time will cover the two remaining. areas.
faced with a maze of job functions trying to learn about them. . We also have a handy guide that
you don't fully understand. And Basically, engineering at G E explains all three areas. For a
that often are called different names (and many other companies) can be free copy, just write: General
by different companies. divided into three areas. Develop- Electric, Dept. AK-2, 570 Lexing-

General Electric employs quite ing and designing products and sys- ton Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 ..

Manufacturing Engineering with marketing, engineering and manufactur-
mg to coordinate the overall design and

Manufacturing engineers plan and specify ex- maintenance of all quality-related activities.
actly how a product will be manufactured. The Quality Control Engineer takes quality
They consult with design engineers to make standards establishedforaproductby the mar-
sure a product design is producible effi- keting people, then plans and specifies all test
ciently and at competitive cost. They develop, requirements, inspections, audits and person-
design, provide and maintain the machinery, nel needed to meet these standards. He also
tools, processes and equipment needed to works with manufacturing to make sure pro-
manufacture a product. And they plan and duction facilities are adequate to meet
detail all the interrelated work procedures to quality standards. The Process Control Engi-
be followed during each step of manufactur- neer is responsible for implementing the
ing. Requires intimate famil- plans of the Quality Control Engineer.
iarity with all aspects of And for providing technical
the production fa- __ ~~-., C2 ~=---~~ __ ~__ help to manufacturing
cility, including .u : ~~-~~=-~~~-:: ~~~~_- _ 4>~_ _ to resolve quality
automation ~~&-C:~~~~ ~~O problems. The
programs.. __~ .Quality'Infor-

F·· mation Equipment
actory Engineer either designs

ManagelDent or purchases, then plans the maintenance of
Factory managers supervise a factory's work the quahty-tes}lng equipment.
force, materials and machines. Their job isto Matenals Managentent
meet production schedules while malI~taln- Engineers in Materials Management plan and
mg product-quahty standards, plant efficiency control the flow of materials throughout the
and ~ favorable working en~lronment. To business cycle. They make sure all raw mate-
do this, they consult with, and Implement the rials, parts, subassemblies and finished prod-
plans of, manufacturing engineers, quahty- ucts are at the right place, at the right cost,
control englne~rs and materials experts. at the right time. This involves scheduling
They also deal directly with the factory s pro- factory production, planning and forecast-
duction workers on a. regular basis .. Thus, ing material requirements, and determining
good Interpersonal skills and the ability to inventory levels. Also purchasing materials,
manage large numbers of people are VItal. directing material flow during manufacturing,

Quality Control Engineering and warehousing and shipping finished prod-
ucts. Requires knowledge of products, pro-

Quality control involves four kinds of special- cesses and ability in areas such as logistics,
ists. The Quality Assistance Engineer works mathematics and computer applications.

GEN ERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer




